Model based image reconstruction in Diffuse Optical Tomography relies on both the numerical accuracy of the forward model as well as the computational speed and efficiency of the inverse model. Most model based image reconstruction algorithms rely on Newton type inversion methods, whereby the inverse of a large Jacobian is approximated. In this work we present an efficient Jacobian reduction method which takes into account the total sensitivity of the imaging domain to the measured boundary data. It is shown using numerical and phantom data that by removing regions within the inverse model whose contribution to the measured data is less than 1%, it has no significant effect upon the estimated inverse problem, but does provide up to a 14 fold improvement in computational time.
Introduction
Near-Infrared (NIR) Diffuse Optical Tomography (DOT) is a non-invasive imaging technique whereby NIR light between the wavelengths of 650nm and 900nm is injected into tissue using optical fibers at the surface of the volume of interest and the emergent light is then measured at points along the same surface [1] [2] [3] . The measured transmission signals, sometimes known as "boundary data" are then used with a model of light propagation in tissue to derive intrinsic optical properties of the tissue or functional information such as the total hemoglobin, oxygen saturation, water content and scattering properties [4] [5] [6] .
Diffuse Optical Imaging (DOI) has become an important tool in medical imaging research and has shown potential as a non-invasive technique for quantifying brain function activity [7] as well as breast cancer detection and characterization [2, 8, 9] . Much work has gone into both the generation of accurate forward models to describe the paths taken by the photons in the tissue and the inverse models to accurately recover images of the optical properties of the tissue [1, 3, [10] [11] [12] .
For the forward problem, depending on the imaging domain, geometry and size, a number of models based on the Radiative Transport Equation (RTE) have been developed [13] [14] [15] . However, since the light in soft tissue becomes diffuse within a couple of scattering distances, diffusion based calculations using the Finite Element Method (FEM) have been employed extensively in the case of imaging thick tissues [2, 3, 16] . The use of the Diffusion Approximation for the estimation of light propagation in tissue relies on two main assumptions that (i) the scattering component of light interaction at the applied wavelength is much greater than the absorption and (ii) that the distance between the applied and measured light is much larger than the scattering distance. There have been other proposed hybrid methods that have been used to estimate light propagation in the presence of void regions where scattering is zero [16] .
The inverse problem in DOT is concerned with the estimation of the internal intrinsic optical property distribution based on the measured boundary data. Several image reconstruction techniques have been developed. These include the use of gradient based minimization techniques that do not require the explicit calculation of the Jacobian (also known as the sensitivity or weight matrix) [17, 18] but although these are computationally efficient they require the use of an optimization scheme which is not straightforward. Alternatively, the use of full-Newton optimization schemes, whereby a Jacobian (which relates the measured boundary data to the internal optical properties) is calculated and its variant is inverted, have widely been used as these are easy to implement and can easily be generalized for both simple and complex image reconstruction algorithms [12, 19] . Other alternative methods for the reduction of the number of parameters include the use of reconstruction basis [20] as well as the use of adaptive meshing algorithms whereby only the regions of interest are refined to provide numerical accuracy [21] The problem of image reconstruction in DOT is therefore two fold; there exists a need to ensure that the model used for the prediction of light distribution in tissue is accurate and that the image reconstruction algorithm is both computationally efficient and reliable in estimating the optical properties of the domain in tissue. The use of numerical algorithms such as FEM for the forward model rely on the fact that the volume being imaged and modeled is accurately defined and that the mesh discretization used for the calculation of the FEM solution is adequate and numerically stable. There has been a number of studies that have looked at the effect of mesh resolution in the forward problem in DOT [22, 23] as well as other similar imaging modalities [24, 25] . These studies have essentially demonstrated that in order to accurately calculate the forward problem, the mesh resolution needs to be of a high quality to ensure numerical accuracy. On the other hand, the inverse problem is ill-posed and typically under determined. That is, there typically exist a large number of unknown parameters as compared to the number of available boundary measurements. A number of different strategies have been proposed such as the use of reconstruction basis that addresses both of the problems defined [1, 26] .
Assuming that an optical source detector system consisting of 16 fibers is used to image a three-dimensional (3D) volume, this would give rise to 240 measurements (assuming amplitude only data), whereby each source injects light into the domain sequentially while the other 15 fibers measure the emerging light at the surface in parallel for each source location. In order to model the forward data and assuming a typical breast model, mesh resolutions of 20,000 to 30,000 nodes are required. For image reconstruction, one can either use a regular pixel based reconstruction or a second mesh of the imaging volume, but these contain approximately half of the forward mesh nodes, typically 10,000, unknowns for a single parameter reconstruction when structural prior information is unavailable. This implies that the Jacobian calculated which, in this instance relates intrinsic absorption to a change in the boundary data (log of the amplitude), will have a size of 240 × 10,000 which will need to be inverted. It becomes apparent, therefore, that the use of a method that would reduce the size of the Jacobian without causing any loss to the accuracy of the imaging algorithm would be beneficial. Moreover, storage of these big matrices reduces the computational efficiency and puts constraint on the resolution of the mesh due to the physical memory available on the computational resources.
In this work we present a method which reduces the size of the Jacobian matrix without compromising the numerical accuracy of both the forward model and the inverse problem. In this technique a fine mesh is used to for the calculation of the forward model. However for the inverse problem, mesh nodes in regions which have a low sensitivity to the boundary data are removed in an efficient manner as to reduce the size of the sensitivity matrix, thus reducing the computation time and memory usage. As an example consider a 2D circular model with a radius of 43 mm and optical properties of 0.01 mm -1 and 1.0 mm -1 for absorption and reduced scatter respectively, Fig. 1 , for which the Jacobian for a single source and detector has been calculated. In each instance, the contour line which represents the threshold of the magnitude of the Jacobian at different levels is shown. It is evident that given a source detector combination, the total area and therefore the number of nodes within that contribute to the measured data is highly dependent on the amount of sensitivity from the Jacobian which is required.
Previous work has shown that for a given 3D problem where data is measured using a 2D slice rasterizing fashion, only datasets whose projection error (that is the difference between the measured 2D slice data and modeled data) is greater than a tolerance level can be utilized to reconstruct images using a 'data subset' algorithm [27] . In this current work however, a general framework is presented that will consider the magnitude of the complete Jacobian, rather than the projection error to provide an update for the non-linear image reconstruction over the whole domain, as compared to specific regions or data subsets. Through the use of simulated data as well as measured phantom data, it is shown that by efficient removal of nodes within the forward mesh which do not contribute more than 1% change in data, no loss in imaging accuracy is seen, whereas the computational speed of the algorithm can be improved by 14 folds. This approach is also shown to be memory efficient, as the size of the Jacobian matrix reduced by 4 fold, leading to 16 fold increase in the available memory. Initial results are, for simplicity, limited to a single data type (log amplitude) and a single parameter reconstruction (absorption). However, to show potential and expandability to more data types and larger parameter (e.g. spectral) reconstruction, the use of frequency domain experimental data from a multi-layered gelatin phantom is also presented whereby both optical absorption and reduced scatter are reconstructed simultaneously using measured log amplitude and phase boundary data at 100 MHz.
Theory
For the forward problem we are interested in the fluence rate of photons through the tissue given a set of optical properties. We assume that the propagation of light can be accurately modeled by the diffusion approximation to the RTE in the frequency domain given by
where ( )
is the photon fluence rate at position r and modulation frequency ω .
κ is the diffusion coefficient given by
where μ a and μ s ' are absorption and reduced scattering (or transport scattering) coefficients respectively and c m (r) is the speed of light in the medium. The air-tissue boundary is derived from a type III condition given by
where ξ is a point on the external boundary and A depends upon the relative refractive 
where NM is the number of measurements and μ represents the optical properties that need to be reconstructed. For an ill-posed problem like DOT, minimizing Eq. (4) with respect to the optical properties μ , and considering only the linear terms leads to the update equation
where δ μ is now the update vector for the optical properties. λ is implemented similar to Levenberg-Marquardt approach [28] where it starts at a given value scaled by maximum of diagonal of J T J and is systematically reduced at each iteration and J is the Jacobian matrix.
Jacobian reduction
The Jacobian matrix J is of the size number of measurements, NM, by the number of FEM nodes, NN, and is calculated by using the Adjoint method. For simplicity, limiting the Jacobian to the measured amplitude data and optical absorption, it links a change in log amplitude, at the boundary, with a change in absorption coefficient, µ a . The Jacobian thus has the form 
For the inversion procedure the inverse of the Hessian matrix J T J is needed which has an order of NN×NN.
Due to the nature of tissue (highly scattering) it is unlikely that a photon entering the tissue at a given point will travel far from the source and the greatest sensitivity is found close to the source-detector plane of measurement, see for example Fig. 1 . Therefore the sensitivity at distances far from the source or the detector is likely to be small. One option to remove the sensitivity of these (almost) non-contributing regions is to set the associated nodal values to zero. But these nodes will then remain within the matrix and contribute to the calculation of the inverse of the Hessian. Note that inversion of a N×N order matrix, requires an order of N 3 operations and N 2 memory [29] . Thus the usage of full Hessian matrix with less sensitive parts being zero does not reduce the computational burden, unless a sparse matrix solver is used. But usage of sparse matrix solvers requires calculation of half band width of the matrix, which is difficult to measure in these cases where the structure of Hessian largely depends on node numbering and the sequence how the measurements are taken. Alternatively we can look at the total sensitivity within the volume and find regions where the value is very small, typically below a certain threshold. These regions can then be removed from the matrix thus reducing the size of the Hessian. In effect this method reduces the volume of interest for the case of the update equation without decreasing the mesh resolution, but the entire volume is used to accurately calculate the forward model.
In order to reduce the size of the Jacobian, the total sensitivity throughout the imaging domain is calculated and a new Jacobian, ij J , is formed:
where j corresponds to the node number within the domain. Given a new Jacobian, ij J , where the total sensitivity for a given node is equal to zero, the entire column corresponding to that node is removed to produce a much smaller Jacobian matrix drastically reducing the number of operations and memory required for the calculation of the update of optical properties (Eq. 5).
Method and results

Simulated breast model
A uniform mesh of a female breast was used which consisted of 18374 nodes corresponding to 75215 linear tetrahedral elements, Fig. 2 . To generate forward data (log amplitude) at a single wavelength of 785 nm, the forward model was assumed to contain 3 different regions of Adipose, glandular and tumor whose optical properties are given in Table 1 , and cross section of absorption is shown in Fig. 3 . Sixteen optical source detector fibers were used as the data collection strategy, which are placed equidistant at the mid-plane of the model. To reconstruct absorption only images using log amplitude data, the reduced Jacobian as defined earlier (Eq. 7), was utilized with varying levels of threshold of 0%, 1% and 10% for the reduction scheme. It should be noted that assuming a 0% threshold for the Jacobian reduction corresponds to using the full Jacobian and will serve as a reference to image detriment. The initial guess for optical absorption for the iterative image reconstruction was assumed to be that of a homogeneous breast model containing Glandular tissue. Images were reconstructed until the projection error, that is the difference between the estimated and actual data, did not improve more than 2%. In order to demonstrate the level of total sensitivity (for log amplitude and optical absorption) throughout the whole model, a sagittal cross-section of the total sensitivity, at the first iteration of image reconstruction, is shown in Fig. 4 . In each case a contour line is added to demonstrate the limits of sensitivity at different threshold levels. As evident, at high levels of threshold, the total sensitivity is constrained to regions near the sources and detectors and as the threshold in decreased more regions within the breast model contribute to the total sensitivity. Fig. 4 . The sagittal plot of the normalized total sensitivity for a breast model. In each case, the contour line shows the threshold of the sensitivity as a percentage of total sensitivity throughout the model.
Reconstructed images using varying levels of threshold of 0%, 1% and 10% for the reduction scheme are shown in Fig. 5 . In this proof of concept only optical absorption is reconstructed using the log amplitude of the boundary data. It is seen that as the threshold level increases the qualitative and quantitative accuracy of the reconstructed images decreases with the reconstructed changes seen more locally around the plane of imaging and near the sources and detectors. However, the reconstructed images at 0% threshold (that is a Jacobian that has not been reduced) are the same as those seen when a threshold of 1% is used. Table 2 shows the computational aspects of each reconstruction scheme including the number of 0.5% 1% 1 5% 10% 20% 50% 0 nodes for the forward and inverse problem as well as computation time per iteration of image reconstruction. Given that the sensitivity decreases rapidly away from the plane of imaging the Jacobian reduction method removes areas of low sensitivity from the calculation and does not therefore update voxels within that region. As shown with a tolerance of 0%, even by including these regions of low sensitivity, due to the lack of photon sampling, any contribution from these regions is negligible and therefore the Jacobian reduction is a suitable method for removing their contribution within the algorithm. 
Experimental phantom
A cylindrical (height = 40mm, radius = 43mm) gelatin based multi-layered phantom was fabricated with different optical properties using India ink for absorption and . NIR data was collected using a frequency domain system with a modulation frequency of 100MHz using 16 optical fibers placed circularly along the mid-height of the phantom. Images were reconstructed using both log amplitude of the measured boundary data and phase using a cylindrical mesh containing 8990 nodes corresponding to 44803 linear tetrahedral elements. For image reconstruction the reduced Jacobian, as defined earlier, was extended to incorporate both the change in measured data (phase and amplitude) due to a change in µ a and κ . Since both the absorption and scattering parameters determine the sensitivity, each were utilized accordingly using varying levels of threshold of 0%, 1%, 5% and 10% for the reduction scheme. The initial guess for optical absorption and reduced scattering for the iterative image reconstruction was assumed to be that of a homogeneousvarying threshold of 1% -10% results in reconstructed images which are similar to those using the entire Jacobian. The multi-layered phantom data is showing more robustness to higher threshold levels, since the target is cylindrical in shape and extended in Z-direction through out the domain. Furthermore, the breast model used was a more complicated case, consisting of layers as well irregular shaped target. Therefore although the experimental data has shown to be more robust to the level of assumed threshold, it should be noted that for more complex, non-homogeneous and layered problems, it is likely that a lower threshold of 1% would be more applicable.
Tolerance level
The reduction of Jacobian size has improved the computational efficacy by reducing the overhead memory requirement and therefore computational speed. At the same time the quality of the reconstructed optical images have been shown to be uncompromised depending on the amount of reduction used. It is also important to remember that non-linear inverse problems which use Newton-type type algorithms typically require few iterations (typically between 8-15 for DOT problems) for convergence. From the above studies, it is demonstrated that usage of 1% threshold in reducing the Jacobian does not compromise the obtained image quality and can improve the computational speed by up to 14 times per iteration.
The methods demonstrated here are easily expandable to spectral imaging methods as well as methods with larger data sets. It is demonstrated that using the Jacobian reduction method outline here, not only an increase in computational speed is achieved, but the overall accuracy of the reconstructed images remain uncompromised.
